This paper proposes modeling of articulator dynamics using cascaded first-order systems. The approach to modeling the articulator movemen(s was performed on several articulator organs, tongue and jaw, etc. Parameters describing the model were obtained from observed articulator data in such way that time-pattern of impulse response of the model was approximated to velocity one of movements. Good approximations were obtained on time-pat{erns of articula[ion for vowels and consonants. Therefore, successive movement patterns for continuous speech including consonants were approximated with high accuracy by combining several models.
INTRODUCTION
Conventionally, a linear second-order system has been used in order to model articuIatory dynamics. For vowel articulator movements the model can be a good approximation. However, approximation for movements including consonants is dif~lcult because fast and complicated dynamics is observed for consonant articulation.
Moreover, in general, acceleration calculated from the model has poor continuity even if the model is consistent with data for displacement I].
In the paper, an articulator model with cascaded first-order systems[2] was proposed and evaluated by approximation of observed articulator movement patterns including consonants.
ARTICULATOR MODEL Fig. 1 shows an explanatory configuration of cascaded first-order systems. Although consisting of simple firstorder systems, the model can be a good approximation of a complex system having spatially distributed components. Equation (1) shows the impulse response of the model.
(1) Here )1 is the order of the model, T is the time constant, and A is the amplitude. Fig.2 shows severaI shapes of the impulse responses of the model according to the order f~. The shape approaches the Gaussian distribution curve according as the number of cascaded components increases. Assuming that the impulse response of the model corresponds to the velocity pattern of articulator movement, its displacement is obtained from integrating the impulse response h(t) with time t. The integration of an impuIse response shows a step response of the model. The integration of the function h(t) leads to a gamma function, which is a special function and mathematical treatment is not easy. In the paper, therefore, in order to model the articulator movements, tbe time-pattern of the impulse response of the model was fitled to the velocity pattern of observed movements.
Parameters describing [he model: time constant T, amplitude A, and time ins(ance of step input Tln are obtained with minimizing velocity differences between the model and data, The function h(t) is able to describe changes of velocity in vowel-vowel transitions during which movement patterns have simple shapes with relatively slow speed, On the other hand, for the pattern for continuous speech including consonants, a combination of the several response patterns is useful to investigate dynamic movements.
EXPERIMENTS
In order to evaluate the model, speech movement data were collec(ed from an adult male speaker by using magnetometer sensor systcm [3] . The order )1of the model was fixed to 10 from preliminary experimental results. CURE 3. Obsewed(-) and calculated(---) movement FIGURE 5. Observed(-) and calculated(---) movement F patterns for the tongue during the utterance /edede/. patterns for the tongue du;ng the utterance /edadd.
